TAS Dynamic Profile™ (“TAS Boxes”)
The TAS Boxes™ offer a dynamic representation of developing commercial balance areas. The “red
line” represents the upper resistance boundary of the balance area; the “blue line” represents the lower
support boundary; and the “black line” (“white line” on some platforms) represents the Point of Control
(POC).
The indicator setup screen for TAS Boxes™ includes the three inputs of MinSignal_123, Length, and
MapLength:
MinSignal_123: measures how established the commercial interest creating the balance
area must be to create a new TAS Box™. Stated another way, this input is
a measure of the “strength” of the box.
Length: takes into consideration the relative “momentum” behind the move and
how extended the move has before a new TAS Box will appear.
MapLength: specifies the number of bars of data used to create the parameters of the
TAS Box.
Basically, the first two inputs determine how often a new TAS Box™ will appear – the higher the input
numbers the less often and harder it is to establish a new box, and vice versa. The last input simply
determines how much data is included in the calculation of the new TAS Box™. We recommend using
either 2-14-7 or 3-4-50 as your standard inputs – these settings work well with any tradable instrument,
provided sufficient liquidity exists.
TAS Boxes™ can be displayed on a chart of any time frame (e.g. 1-minute, 5-minute, 20-minute, daily,
weekly, etc.). Boxes displayed on longer time frames designate more significant balance areas and can
be used to locate higher probability entries. Boxes on shorter time frames can be used to identify if the
tradable instrument is currently in balance or breaking out, and pinpoint entries accordingly.

The TAS Boxes™ are used to identify low risk, high probability areas to trade:

>>When price is trading within the boundaries of a normal to wide range commercial
balance area, in general, we should look for entries around the support or
resistance areas provided by the blue and red box lines with profit targets around
the POC or opposite boundary.

• What constitutes a normal range for a TAS Box™ is relative based on the time frame
being used for the chart (e.g. a range of anywhere from 2.5 to 5.5 points would be
considered a normal range for 1 to 5-minute charts).

• When taking trades at both the upper and lower boundaries, we like to see the POC
near the middle of the box’s range. This is known as a “symmetrical box.”

• If the POC is plotted tightly against either the blue or red line, we refer to this as forming

a “wall” and anticipate stronger commercial interest providing support or resistance
in this area.

• If the box appears as part of an overall trending move, we might try to establish an
entry in the direction of the trend around the POC.

• When trading above or below the current box, price is said to be in breakout.

>>Narrow range boxes provide low risk entry opportunities for breakout trades.
• A “low risk opportunity” is where the technical entry and stop are close together.
• A narrow range box accurately designates the boundary where price should breakout
while providing a low risk technical stop on the other side of the POC (or even just
through the opposite boundary).

>>The TAS Boxes™ are great for letting you know when to hold a portion of your
position to gain more profit, as well as, protect you from looking for counter-trend
trades too soon and getting run over by a strong trend.

• A portion of the position is typically held until new boxes appear (on the trader’s
selected time frame) with final profits often locked in upon price exiting the other side
of the box.

• As long as price remains in breakout – outside TAS Boxes™ – do not look for countertrend trades.

• The first opportunity to find a high probability, low risk counter-trend trade should be
when a new box appears encapsulating price on your fastest time frame chart.

>>After price breaks out from the commercial balance area designated by our TAS
Box™, that area should then become an area of commercial support or resistance.

• Stops should be moved to just inside the box boundary to protect profits.
• Often price will retest the support/resistance provided by the box after the initial
breakout move, in this situation, entries in the direction of the trend can be looked for
just in front of the box.

>>For stronger trends, entries can be found by looking for new boxes to appear on
shorter time frame charts.

• Aggressive entries would be in front of the box as price pulls back.
• More conservative entries would be around the POC when price comes into balance.

Do you have questions? Contact Member Services at 1.312.985.7920
or via email at support@TASMarketProfile.com

Risk Disclosure: There is a risk of loss in trading futures contracts and
commodity options. This risk can be substantial and therefore investors
should carefully consider their financial suitability prior to trading.
Investors must fully understand the risks involved and must assume
the responsibility for the results. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future performance. In no event should the content of this
website be construed as an express or implied promise, guarantee or
implication by or from, TASMarketProfile.com or its affiliates, that you
will profit or that losses can or will be limited in any manner whatsoever.
Information provided in this document and on the website is intended solely
for informative purposes and is obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. Information is in no way guaranteed and is provided as a courtesy
only. There are no refunds on paid subscriptions and Members are solely
responsible for cancelling recurring subscriptions a minimum of 3 days
prior to the renewal billing date as outlined in the full Terms of Use on
the website.
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